Annual Conference of the Section Methods of Political Science (DVPW)
September 04, 2020

14.00 – 15.30
Paul Bauer             Tweeting Politicians: An “up-to-date” comparative study
Stine Ziegler, Isabelle Borucki

Hayfat Hamidou          Is it “We are enough or there are enough”? – A path-analysis of immigrants’ attitudes towards immigration using evidence from the Immigrant German Election Study

Break

16.00 – 17.00
Niklas Krumbein         Audience Response Systems
Florian Berens, Sebastian Hobert

17.00 - 17.30
Meeting/ Mitgliederversammlung DVPW

Break

18.00 - 19.30
Benjamin Engst, David Grundmanns, Thomas Gschwend
Estimating precise judicial-policy scores using Computational Text Processing

Olesya Sheblo            Tense-comprehensive model for the analysis of political text: on methods and complexities
Valentin Gold             Conflict Type and Verbal Expressions: Extracting Voice Features from Data

Location:
Zeppelin Universität Friedrichshafen
Am Seemooser Horn 20
88045 Friedrichshafen
Conference room: LZ1

Arrival:
By train: Arrival at the Stadtbahnhof Friedrichshafen and then Bus 7395 (direction Meersburg/ Überlingen) to the bus stop Windhag/ Seemoos
By car: Parking at the university is possible

Hotels:
Near the university:
- Hotel Waldhorn (https://hotel-friedrichshafen.eu/waldhorn/friedrichshafen_hotels/)
- Hotel Traube am See (https://www.traubeamsee.de/)

City Center:
- Gasthof Rebstock (https://gasthof-rebstock-fn.de/)
- Plaza Hotel Buchhorner Hof (https://plazahotels.de/hotel-friedrichshafen/)